
TOMES
Transforming Online Mail with 
Embedded Semantics



State Archives—About Us
› A division of the Department of Natural and Cultural 
Resources

› Collects, preserves, and makes available for public use 
historical and evidential materials relating to North 
Carolina. (any format—paper, film, electronic)

› Creates guidelines and rules for the orderly retention and 
disposition of public records. 

› The records preserved by the division secure individual 
citizen rights, document government, and preserve the 
history of NC.



Transforming Online Mail with 
Embedded Semantics (TOMES)

› NHPRC State 
Government Electronic 
Records Grant

› 2015 – 2017
› Partnership between 
State Archives of NC, 
Utah State Archives, and 
Kansas State Historical 
Society

› Advisory group includes 
Cal Lee (UNC-Chapel 
Hill), Chris Prom 
(University of Illinois 
Urbana Champaign), and 
staff from the Library of 
VA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2015, we were awarded an NHPRC State Government Electronic Records Grant for Transforming Online Mail with Embedded Semantics, or TOMES. The 2 year project partners the State Archives of NC, the Utah State Archives, and the Kansas State Historical Society to create a program that will help create an open source tool to assist state governments with the automation of  identifying and processing archival emails. The staff in NC will produce the tools, which will be tested by our partners in Utah and KansasBetween the three states, we will be able to test the tool across a variety of platforms and environments. As I mentioned previously, NC has currently moved email storage to the cloud with its migration to Office365. We have a comprehensive program for the scheduling, transferring, and preservation of electronic records. While we do not have a unified preservation solution, our current workflows are designed to be as closely in keeping with best practices as possible, and we are currently testing repository solutions that we hope will be adopted and installed by 2016. Until then, we continue to acquire and ingest electronic records. Permanent email accounts are extracted by DITS to a .pst file and placed on external hard drives for transfer to SANC, but we do not currently have an online access tool through our online digital collections. We are also currently in the process of implementing AXAEMUtah’s email is through Gmail, which also stores messages and accounts in the cloud.  They have implemented AXAEM, and have built capabilities into the program to ingest email by connected to a Gmail account and harvest content. Users select and “tag” messages for harvesting. Their established workflows for the accessioning of electronic records also use AXAEM for the ingest to digital files.Currently, Kansas state agencies determine which email system to use independently, though the state is moving toward purchasing email services in the cloud. Their model for electronic records preservation is still being tested, with plans to secure funding for further development.We will also be assisted by our advisory group, which is made up of Cal Lee at UNC-Chapel Hill, Chris Prom from University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, and staff from the Library of VA. We have also reached out to staff members from the Smithsonian Institution Archives.



What should we keep?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First problem: what should be keptEmail is quick and easy to send—generates a huge amount of electronic correspondenceMessage by message is not viable—1 ½ years to process one governor’s email accountVA Time Kaine emails—2 yearsCan quickly add up and become a messImplementing NARA’s Capstone approachSenior officials designated by account level or email addressPositions that predominately create permanent records related to critical functions or policy decisionsHoping to create a workflow that will allow us to somewhat automate the selection and “tagging” of these capstone officials’ email accountshttp://www.historyextra.com/posthttp://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/email-management/capstone-managers-briefing.pdf



Building Relationships
› Department of Information 
Technology
– “Tagging” accounts by function

› Government Records Section, 
SANC
– Reaching out to State Agencies’ 
CIOs through records analysts to 
understand organizational 
structures

› Office of State Human Resources
– Include in “tagging” of accounts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creating that automated workflow requires that we build relationships outside of our team, because no matter how automated the archiving of email accounts becomes, we will still depend on people including it as part of the workflow. We are currently reaching out to other departments, offices, and sections within the archives. We have met with the Department of Information Technology multiple times to discuss how we can go about tagging email accounts by function, and have also met with the records analysts from the Government Records Section at the State Archives to brainstorm on how we can go about identifying positions whose functions would give their emails permanent value. The records analysts will reach out to state agencies to help us gather information about what roles in each agency fulfill a record-producing role. We also plan to reach out to HR and email administrators in those departments to get their help with tagging positions as serving a “capstone” function. We have discussed tagging email accounts as archival during the onboarding of new employees, when their email accounts are created, but HR may also be able to help us when internal employees move into capstone positions. Image: SANC digital collections, Black Mountain College



The Blazed Trail
› EMCAP

› ePADD

› Stanford NER

› GATE

› Minezy
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The next part of the project is creating the actual tools and workflows for processing the email accounts we identifying as having permanent value. Fortunately for us, there have been projects before us that we can learn from and build off of.  With the EMCAP grant, we proved that processing emails could work, but the technology was already out of date and needed to be supported by new software. However, we can pull out parts of the project to be reused. The Archivists’ Console can be used to kick off the automated normalization of .pst files we pull down from email clients for permanent preservation storage.  Processing the resulting email accounts will still remain an enormous undertaking, and building a tool that could handle that processing from scratch would be no less. Instead of reinventing the wheel, we will be investigating and testing other tools that we may be able to build off of in creating a tool specific to state government. All of these tools, Stanford’s ePADD and NER, University of Sheffield’s GATE, and the Knight Foundation’s Minezy utilize natural language processing libraries to process emails, flagging any personally identifiable information and allowing archivists to make appraisal decisions.Image: SANC digital collections



The Product, After the Process
› Development of State Government 
specific NLP libraries for use in the 
processing of email accounts 
containing public records

› An MPLP approach to the 
arrangement and description of 
email

› The ability to identify materials 
that should be reviewed for PII 
before release to public

Presenter
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So what do we hope will be the end result of all of the relationship building, testing, and research? Part of the grant will include hiring a programmer who will work with our systems integration librarian, Jeremy Gibson, to develop a tool that utilizes natural language processing libraries specific to state government to assist in the arrangement and description of incoming archival email accounts. I will also be working with records analysts and processing archivists to assess their needs and develop in-house procedures for acquiring, appraising, and processing the emails, and producing training materials for DITS and SANC employees who will be using the tools we produce The resulting product will allow archivists to take an MPLP approach to the arrangement and description of email, while still being able to identify and flag many materials that should be reviewed before being released. We hope that the tool will also provide a baseline for future projects to build against in creating applications for improved user access to email.In the end, we hope to create a product that is widely available to the field. We will be publishing the open source tool and resulting documentation on GitHub. North Carolina will deliver documentary and video training materials via our online learning platform per executive order, and the team will also be creating more generic training materials for inclusion in the CoSA PERTTS portal. We hope that these documents will help other archives across state government develop their own methods for the permanent preservation of electronic communication.https://derangementanddescription.wordpress.com/2009/10/07/more-meme-less-process/



How does this affect you?
› Recognize that not all 
email accounts are 
archival

› Engage the agency 
community

› Develop methods and 
workflows to transfer 
archival accounts

A
•Review retention schedules
•Devise method to determine level of “value”
•Deploy Capstone Approach

B
•Convene focus group to ensure 
•Contact CIOs and CROs to identify functions in 
agencies with Archival email. 

C

•Work with agencies to “tag” positions with a 
“permanent” or “archival” tag; work wit Main 
administers to deploy tags.
•Test transfer of permanent account materials to 
SANC.



TIMELINE FOR 
NEXT 2015-2016

› Focus group convened—Dec 2015

› Outreach to agencies—Jan 2015

› Convene focus group to choose & 
test possible solution scenarios—
Feb.- April

› Functional scheduling initiative—
runs concurrently

› Check in with CIOC every 6 Months



Contact Us
› Sarah Koonts
› Sarah.Koonts@ncdcr.gov

› Kelly Eubank
› Kelly.Eubank@ncdcr.gov

› Becky McGee-Lankford
› Becky.mcgee-lankford@ncdcr.gov
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